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hiatus
Posted by Trouble - 09 May 2022 18:42
_____________________________________

not that anyone cares, and you shouldn't, but for various reasons - some bad, some good, in a
few days i will be taking a leave of absence for some time - not sure on exact duration. there will
be some inappropriate behavior in the next week or so, and there needs to be some taking
stock for the future - some of it has begun already. there is a chance i can board a boat as a
stowaway heading towards the mainland in a week or two, and then i will have no contact
whatsoever to the outside world. some private charters are looking for an extra pair of hands, so
that may be an option as well. 

take care and thank you

========================================================================
====

Re: hiatus
Posted by DavidT - 09 May 2022 20:40
_____________________________________

Trouble wrote on 09 May 2022 18:42:

not that anyone cares, and you shouldn't, but for various reasons - some bad, some good, in a
few days i will be taking a leave of absence for some time - not sure on exact duration. there will
be some inappropriate behavior in the next week or so, and there needs to be some taking
stock for the future - some of it has begun already. there is a chance i can board a boat as a
stowaway heading towards the mainland in a week or two, and then i will have no contact
whatsoever to the outside world. some private charters are looking for an extra pair of hands, so
that may be an option as well. 

take care and thank you

Can anyone imagine GYE without trouble? 

========================================================================
====

Re: hiatus
Posted by frankly - 09 May 2022 23:10
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_____________________________________

Safe travels! Hope you have smooth sailing and you stay tranquilly two steps ahead. May you
reach solid ground mainland in the wholesomest fashion!

Looking forward to hearing from you soon, in the best of health!

========================================================================
====

Re: hiatus
Posted by bego - 11 May 2022 14:00
_____________________________________

Trouble wrote on 09 May 2022 18:42:

not that anyone cares, and you shouldn't, but for various reasons - some bad, some good, in a
few days i will be taking a leave of absence for some time - not sure on exact duration. there will
be some inappropriate behavior in the next week or so, and there needs to be some taking
stock for the future - some of it has begun already. there is a chance i can board a boat as a
stowaway heading towards the mainland in a week or two, and then i will have no contact
whatsoever to the outside world. some private charters are looking for an extra pair of hands, so
that may be an option as well. 

take care and thank you

Stay Safe. We care. 

========================================================================
====

Re: hiatus
Posted by BT Again - 12 May 2022 19:17
_____________________________________

Good luck. You will be missed.

(Especially because your comments comprise 10% of Nauru's exports and are critical to the
country's failing economy)
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========================================================================
====

Re: hiatus
Posted by qwerty123456 - 15 May 2022 23:04
_____________________________________

as all here have said, we care. Ill miss you man...

I cant shake the feeling that Im missing some deeper meaning here...

nauru seems like an epic place to live though! take care, stay in touch, please?

========================================================================
====

Re: hiatus
Posted by Avrohom - 29 Jun 2022 04:37
_____________________________________

Not sure if this is related to Trouble's escapades, but nauru was chosen as today's "mystery
country" in the globle-game (for all of you sex addict - turned wordle and associated daily
challenge game addicts)
Warning: Spoiler!
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